12th October 2017
Key Dates
October
16th Swimming Years 3-6, 2G,2R
17th Swimming Years 3-6, 2G,2R
19th Fire Ed for Preps
20th Whole School Disco
20th Fire Ed for Preps
20th Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
23rd Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
24th Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
24th School Council Meeting
27th Fire Ed for Preps
27th Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
30th Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
31st Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R
November
3rd

Swimming Years 3-6,
2G,2R

6th

Curriculum Day. No
children to attend on this
day.

7th

Melbourne Cup Day
Public Holiday. No
children to attend on
this day.

8th

Prep Transition 9.15am

9th

Walkathon

10th Year 2 Excursion to the
Gould League
13th-15th Year 3 & 4 Camp to
Phillip Island
13th Swimming Prep –1, 2J, 2M
21st School Council Meeting
28th Prep 2018 Parent
Information Night

Dear Parents,
Welcome back to school for Term 4. Time seems to be
flying by very quickly. Our prep students look more grown
up every term and are really making huge progress in their
learning. It is hard to imagine they will soon be in Year 1
and our wonderful Year 6 students will be off to secondary
school in a few months.
This eleven week term is sure to be very busy with our leadership team and
staff being involved in planning for the 2018 school year as well as delivering a
high quality curriculum and additional learning opportunities for our students.
Please note that Monday, 6th November is a Curriculum Day (Assessment
and Reporting) and Tuesday 7th November is a public holiday for the
Melbourne Cup, thus our school will be closed on these two days.
2018 PREPS VISIT PINEWOOD
On Wednesday morning over 100 excited kinder
students visited our school as part of their transition
to school program. The students attended Art,
Music, PE and LOTE sessions.
Many of the new prep students’ parents joined
myself, Mr Thomas and Miss McGregor in the staffroom for a cup of tea and a
chat about the many wonderful learning opportunities available for their
students at Pinewood. Our School Captains, Abhi and Lachlan delivered
excellent speeches to the parents about the wonderful educational journey
they have experienced at our school. Congratulations Abhi and Lachlan on
your professional presentations to the parents.
DOUBLEY STOREY PORTABLE
Preliminary ground works and installation of the new two storey portable
commenced on Monday. Weather permitting, the building sections will be
delivered and installed on site by the end of the week. Pinewood Primary
School is very fortunate to have been provided with a two storey portable for
2018 as there are only a handful of these buildings constructed each yeareach costing well over one million dollars to manufacture.
The two storey buildings are allocated to schools by the Department of
Education and Training (DET) in strict accordance with the DET ‘Facility
Schedule’ which is calculated against school land size and the projected school
enrolments for the coming year. Pinewood Primary School has not been
previously entitled to one of the two storey buildings before this time.
MANY THANKS PARENTS
Many thanks to our sensational Parent Club and supportive parent helpers for
organising, cooking and selling sausages at the Bunnings BBQ last Saturday.
The parent efforts raised approximately $1400 on the day- that’s a lot of
sausages to cook! The money raised will go towards the purchase and
installation of new playground equipment to be placed along the Toombah
Street side of the school grounds.
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FUNDRAISER FOR GEORGIA
It was wonderful to see so many staff and parents attend the Channel Ten fundraising event for Georgia, one of our
students who is currently undergoing chemotherapy. The “Kick a Goal for Georgia”, fundraiser held on 26th
September, was an exceptionally well organised and a particularly heartfelt event. Thanks to Channel Ten for
making this event possible.

PRINCIPAL’S CORNER
Psychologist, Maria Ruberto, attended Pinewood PS over two curriculum days earlier in the year presenting
professional development to staff in the areas of student wellbeing, resilience and positive psychology. Both
presentations were very well received by staff.
Maria has recently produced an article entitled, “How can families support children to manage their emotions?”
Although the article is lengthy, it offers some valuable tips to parents in regard to supporting children in managing
their emotions. I thought I would share the article with our parent community and hope you find it an interesting
read.

Interview with psychologist Maria Ruberto
Maria is the founder and director of Salutegenics Psychology, a strengths-based practice that
moves people in personal and professional coaching toward mental fitness and lifehealth. Maria
has worked extensively over the last ten years in educational leadership and trauma response, as
well as state-wide initiatives relating to student wellbeing with the Department of Education and
Early Childhood Development. She has worked with Travancore School of Mental Health which is
a partnership with the Royal Children’s Hospital, Orygen Youth Mental Health and is currently
consulting with beyondblue to develop training for the Australian resilience resource,
SenseAbility and the Swinburne University Aristotle Program.

How can families support children to manage their emotions?
Emotions are core to the human experience and fundamental to the development of mental fitness and prosocial
development from birth to adulthood. They play a significant role in the development of coping and optimising
life’s journeys, yet they remain intangible and elusive due to the impact they have on our physiology, given they are
invisible and only identifiable through behaviour or expression.
Every emotion has a purpose, a message, something to communicate - as parents we tend to ignore the feelings
and focus on the behaviour, because that is what takes our attention.
Managing strong unpleasant emotions is not about whether an emotion is appropriate or permissible:
“You shouldn’t be so angry that your brother hit you, it was an accident”.
But instead it should be about the appropriateness of the behavioural expression which is linked to that emotion:
“I can see you are angry that you have been hit, that is understandable, it hurts to be hit. This was an accident and
can happen when you are both playing with lots of energy. Tell your brother how it felt and he can give you a
cuddle. You can also give him a cuddle if he accidentally hurts you too”.

Parent Rule #1: Pay attention to the emotion and then respond to the behaviour.
Ask your child to name the emotion first, and if they cannot, then help them find an appropriate label for how they
are feeling.
Do not ever punish an emotion or the presence of an emotion. Your task is to support and improve the
development of functional behaviours - ones that promote kindness, patience and optimism.
A wonderful way to support children to manage their emotions is by using an abundance of emotional words at
home. When you talk about your day in your family space, describe how you felt at different times of the day, both
pleasant and unpleasant, so your children can see that emotions are not good or bad, positive or negative, they are
simply feelings that helps us add deeper meaning and understanding to how we make choices and cope with daily
life. You can teach emotional literacy in action! A resource to which I often refer is the Gloria Wilcox Feelings
Wheel.
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There are so many reliable and creative strategies that are available through the KidsMatter website and other
reliable sources. It is important to know that holding hard emotions without acknowledgement and without
validation come at a cost; the cost is developing a pattern of difficult behaviours and risk factors for mental illness
due to accumulating stress levels in the body.

Parent Rule #2: Teach children to release their emotions safely.
 Use slow, calm in-breath that expand the lungs and regulate a slow out-breath to release
 Take a little run or kick a ball or go up and down stairs or star jumps - this helps use up the stress hormones so

that the body does not have to hold them
 Stretch your body out in all different directions - hold and stretch further
 Squeeze a pillow, a ball, a soft toy, play dough, a bean bag

How might support differ at different stages of development?
Providing emotional support will differ depending on their age and stage of development. The greatest difference
will be the presence of language; the greatest similarity will be the presence of calm.
Babies: From birth to ten months there are significant new neurons and connections forming in the baby’s brain. It
is a time where attachment is very rich and emotions play a crucial role in communication, soothing and protection
of the baby and its healthy development. The support from primary care-givers during this period should focus on
creating and managing calming feelings around the baby. For example, gentle tones, smiling faces, an abundance of
eye contact, and modelling lots of pleasant feelings like joy, peacefulness, contentment, pride, awe, surprise and
love. Of course there are many more, however, the task for the parent is to activate these emotions as much as
possible and express them through touch and sound and song. When parents “act out” these feelings with their
babies, strong protective factors are formed for the infant like safety, control and resilience.
Toddlers: The positive emotions referred to above now require a more complex support response which involves
the introduction of language. Your toddler will benefit from labels for all their emotions, to help them understand
the world of emotional literacy. Using exaggerated facial expressions during your interactions and matching them
with the feeling words as you model the micro expressions. During this period, picture books that show clear
emotions and referring those emotions back to them is another important strategy to improve their understanding
that feelings are an important part of life.
Pre-School: This support is further strengthened where parents activate high level emotional literacy, the
expression of varied and more complex feeling words; like, amazed, insecure, excited, trusting, startled, curious,
unsure, etc. Sentence starters are necessary here - it’s not just naming the emotion, but owing it. For parents to
model the language that comes with the experience:
 I feel pleased that we grew our own carrots
 I feel grumpy that my parcel arrived late
 I feel curious about the next book
 I am feeling unsure about going out as it looks like it might rain
 I am feeling overwhelmed with all the phone calls today
 I am feeling confident that the muffins will be eaten at the party
When parents are helping their child identify and manage their emotions, avoid telling them what or how they think
their child feels - instead observe the behaviours and ask your child to confirm or correct that feeling.
Do not say “You are angry and you need to stop screaming”.
Do say “It looks like you are angry, is that right? Strong emotions can really take over our bodies. I can stay calm
with you until you can find your words”.
Do not say “You are so unsure of yourself, just make a decision and choose an ice-cream flavour”.
Do say “It seems like you feel unsure about what flavour you might like to choose, is that what’s happening? Lots of
choices can be confusing, think about the best three, and choose one from them. Let me know if you need me to
help you”.

Do not say “You are having a grumpy day and are not putting any of your toys away”.
Do say “Are you feeling grumpy at the moment? You are frowning so I’m wondering what you are thinking about? I
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can help you find your words, if you like? Let’s tidy up and we can do some drawings together?”
Talk emotions. Feel emotions. Name emotions. Breathe into emotions. Understand emotions. Growth is possible
when there is respectful dialogue through the attention given to children’s “feeling experiences”. Dr Daniel Siegel
calls this “The Felt Experience”; when a parent connects so authentically with the child’s emotion, that the child has
an inherent experience of knowing that the parent knows how they feel. All this takes great practice.
Primary School: This next level of support will require parents to do all of the above, but begin to manage the
unhelpful thinking which normally precedes strong emotions. Children now are proficient at telling you why they
are upset, what caused it and can advocate for protection or punishment. This can create power dynamics which
may not be obvious at the time, but patterns of responses are being formed:
Maya: “Dad, Jude ate the last biscuit and that was meant to be mine. She poked her tongue out and said there were
none left. She always does this to me. I hate her”. Jude pushes Maya.
Parent: “Jude, you do not push your sister, and next time you will not eat the last biscuit. Go to your room”. Jude
yells and goes into the bathroom and locks the door.
This is reactive and focusses primarily on negative behaviours. It runs the risk of valuing negative or unhelpful
attention. There is no room for emotions, so children remain unsupported in their attempts to manage such strong
feelings and challenging events.
Alternative parent response: “OK girls, it looks like this is an issue about sharing”. Dad asks both girls “What has
happened? How do you feel? How do you think your sister felt? Why? What needs to happen now?”
This is parenting via positive inquiry - we allow room for conversation and room for their voices to be heard. Allow
them to lead the reconciliation through empathy, hearing how the other person felt about the way they were
treated and why. Of course, parent guidance is always required to direct the course of the conversations, however
it’s important to allow emotions to be expressed and assertive language to develop.

Parent Rule #3: Only own YOUR emotions and NOT those of your children.
It is normal and important for parents to 'feel' their children’s emotions. When their child is frustrated, parents also
feel that frustration just as deeply as that of their child’s. This is important, as we call this empathy, and it is the
greatest protective factor that we can teach our children.
Whilst it is common, it is also unhelpful when parents take on their children’s emotions, and then begin to act them
out.
Parallel Processing
Parallel Processing is when you own and take responsibility or collude with the emotions of your child. This is a
common psychological occurrence where the emotions are so strong and so uncomfortable, that you feel your
child’s discomfort quickly and deeply, so much so that it makes it very unpleasant for you too. So in order to
ameliorate its impact, you take control of the situation in order to remove the unpleasant feelings.
For example, your child is trying to open a lolly bag, but is finding it very hard and is getting impatient as she makes
noises, huffs and is scrunching the packet with her fingers appearing to be clumsy as she whines into a growl. You
take the packet off her and open it yourself. The underlying rule being taught is that emotional discomfort should
be avoided and access to immediate pleasant emotion is the goal.
Instead of Parallel Processing, we encourage Parallel Presence; being present by remaining in their space with
authority of your own emotions. This means when your child up-regulates, you stay present and model how to
down-regulate. In Parallel Presence you are confident and calm, you observe and validate, and you slow-down and
tone-down. Don’t personalise your child’s emotions because it’s not about you, it’s about them; they are trying to
learn how to self-sooth and self-regulate.
Parallel Presence is a fundamental strategy that is applied throughout the lifespan and embodies the core need to
regulate the mind and body back to a functional state where strong coping mechanisms can be developed.
I hope you found article to be of some value to you.

Karen Jenkin
Principal
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK
From Friday, 22nd September
Jack M
3K
For his respectful participation during the Cyberwise
Life Education incursion. Well done!
Emily P.
2M
For confidently participating in all activities at the
sleepover. Well done Emily!
Sienna R.
5R
For a fabulous first term at Pinewood. Sienna has
settled in very well and has produced many wonderful
pieces of work. Well done Sienna!
Teashun S.
5R
For her outstanding organisational skills and positive
attitude. Teashun always ensures she tries her best and
tackles new challenges with a smile on her face. Well
done!
William S.
2G
For consistently working at a high standard in
everything you do. Keep up the fantastic effort.
Alex Z.
5C
For your improved organisational skills with your diary
management and submission of homework. Keep up
the great effort.
Rajindra P.
5C
For showing commitment to your learning by always
putting in 100% and staying on task until completed.
Well done!
Elly M.
6U
For working so efficiently despite being away sick last
week. Well done for catching up n missed work!
Olivia R.
4M
For the wonderful effort she has put towards her
learning this term and for an excellent oral
presentation. Well done!
Mia V.
4W
For showing persistence and determination when
writing her narrative. Well done and keep it up!
Samar V.
1H
For displaying a wonderful attitude towards his learning
when showing monetary amounts in mathematics this
week. Well done Samar.
Mishka G.
1JK
For always being a kind, supportive and considerate
friend to others.
Ev B.
2R
For the improvement he has made in staying on task
and completing his work on time. Keep up the great
work Ev.
Sandesh K.
5D
For his increased effort and enthusiasm towards class
activities. Keep up the wonderful effort.
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Steven Z.
1S
For always having an excellent attitude towards his
learning. Keep up the wonderful effort!
Meena B.
4C
For her persistence and effort she put into completing
her book review diorama. Great job!
Rosabel R.
1M
For always having a ‘You Can Do It’ attitude towards all
of her school work. Great job Rosabel.
Abby J.
Prep L
For working cooperatively with her partner when
designing and creating a ‘Friendship’ rocket as part of
the Life Ed Van activities.
Rachel L.
2J
For having such a wonderful first term at Pinewood
Primary School. We love having you as a member of 2J!
Onindu D.
3C
For working extremely hard to develop your
handwriting and present your work neatly. An excellent
improvement.
Jasper D.
1D
For the fantastic effort he puts into researching and
presenting ‘show and tell’ topics. Keep up the great
work Jasper!
Tanzin I.
1D
For being a wonderful friend. We hope you enjoy your
new school.
Abalnoor K.
1T
For the terrific effort she has put into her writing this
term. Well done and keep it up Abalnoor.

TERM DATES
Term 4 2017
Monday, 9th October – Friday, 22nd
December 2017
Term 1 2018
Tuesday, 30th January - Thursday, 29th
March 2018 (
Term 2 2018
Monday, 16th April – Friday, 29th June
2018
Term 3 2018
Monday, 16th July – Friday, 21st
September 2018
Term 4 2018
Monday, 8th October – Friday, 21st
December 2018
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OSHC News

Note for Parents:

Dear Parents,
Welcome back from the school holidays! We hope you
all had a great time and had the opportunity to get
away to see family or friends and go to some fun
places!
We had a great time with the holiday program here
with some amazing excursions/incursions that received
awesome feedback such as a firefighting incursion
where the children participated in team based activities
similar to what a fire figher would do. There was also
an excursion to Kemizo in Pakenham where they got to
play laser tag, rock climbing and roller skating.
In the second week there was an incursion called
codebotics which was fantastic and really had the
children engaged and excited! The last excursion was
Inflatable World in Oakleigh which as you can all
imagine went over quite well.

Please check your bookings for this term to ensure
they have been applied correctly and that they match
when your children will be coming in. If you do need
care on short notice such as that day you can always
message us on 0409 906 462 so that we can ensure
your children are here and accounted for!
From the Pinewood OSHClub Team

PARENTS CLUB NEWS

DISCO—FRIDAY, 20th OCTOBER
Disco ticket order forms have been sent
home this week.

We are happy to see you all back for this term and we
have some plans for new equipment and games as well
as more cooking club activities!
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A reminder that forms are
to be in by 9am Monday to
take advantage of the
discount. After this date,
tickets can be purchased at
door for $8.00.
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